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ABSTRACT 
Let T(n x N) be a matrix with elements from the set of s integers {O, 1,. , s - 1). 
Then T is said to be an orthogonal array (OA) with s symbols, n rows, N columns, 
strength p, and index X ( = Nsmp) if and only if, for every p X N submatrix T, of T, 
each of the sp possible p X 1 column vectors occur as a column of T, exactly x times. 
Now, let s be a prime number or a power of a prime number, and let GF(s) be the 
finite field with s elements. Consider the equation At = ci (i = 1,. , f) over GF(s), 
where A (r x n) is a matrix of rank T, and ci (r x 1) are vectors (not necessarily 
distinct).Fori=l,...,flet T, (nXs”-‘)be a matrix whose columns represent the 
snpr distinct solutions of the equation At = c,. Let T be the (n X fin-‘) matrix given 
by T = [ Tl : T, : . . : Tf]. In this paper, we study necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions on the pair (A,C) (where C=[c,,..., cf]) for T to be an orthogonal array of 
strength p. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Orthogonal arrays are a well-known and an important branch of combina- 
torics. Since they were first introduced by C. R. Rao (1946), they have found 
applications in diverse fields, including various branches of statistical design 
and coding theory. Hadamard matrices, which are a special case of orthogo- 
nal arrays, were discovered earlier, and have many well-known applications. 
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Recently, Srivastava (1987) has discovered applications in the field of sam- 
pling. In the field of design, the array usually has a rather small number of 
constraints. However, in coding theory the number of constraints may be 
either small or moderately large. Orthogonal arrays are also finding an 
important field of application in quality control, because of the immensely 
important and popular work done by Taguchi [see, for example, Taguchi and 
Wu (1979)] in bringing experimental design to bear on the problems of 
quality control. This has been through the theory of factorial designs, and 
orthogonal arrays are nothing but a class of factorial designs. 
Indeed, arrays such as T, introduced in the abstract above, are considered 
in Srivastava, Anderson, and Mardekian (1984) from the point of view of the 
representation of the information matrix in the form of submatrices over 
cyclotomic fields. The case f= 1 is well known. Thus, suppose that the 
matrix A has the property Qp, namely, that every nonnull vector in the row 
space of A has weight at least p + 1. [The weight of a vector is defined to be 
the number of nonzero elements in it. The weight of a vector k will be 
denoted by wt(k).] 
The property Q, is important both in coding theory and in factorial 
designs. Thus, suppose A (r X n) has Q,. Then the row space of A will be a 
linear code which will be $-error-correcting if p = 2p’, and p’error-cor- 
recting and (p’ + 1)errordetecting if p = 2p’ + 1. On the other hand, for 
every c (r x l), the n x s”-’ matrix T whose columns constitute the set of 
the distinct solutions to the equations At = c is an orthogonal array of 
strength p; such arrays constitute a certain subclass of “optimal factorial 
designs.” In both coding theory and factorial design, it is important to obtain 
an A in which r is as large as possible (for a given value of n and p); the 
problem of obtaining such an A is the classical “packing problem” of Bose 
[which was first discussed in Bose (1947)]. The packing problem is far from 
being fully solved. However, general codes (such as BCH codes or Srivastava 
codes) seek a value of r as large as possible, though generally (for p > 3) they 
do not succeed in maximizing r. 
If H is any matrix of size m x n, where m and n are positive integers, 
and x (m X 1) is any column vector, then, following Bose and Srivastava 
(1964), we define 
X(x, H) = number of times x occurs as a column of H. (1.1) 
Now, consider an orthogonal array of strength p [OA(p)]. Obviously, we 
have 
p< n. (1.2) 
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Now consider a matrix T of size n X N whose elements come from a set 
of s symbols. [Without loss of generality, we assume the s symbols to be the 
elements of GF(s).] Suppose that T is an OA(p). Let p0 be any positive 
integer < p. Consider a vector x (p, x 1) over GF(s). Then, from the 
definition of an orthogonal array of strength p, it follows that 
X(x, To) = Nspp" (1.3) 
for every p, x N submatrix To contained in T. 
Consider again the matrix A (r X n) and the vector t (n X 1) of the last 
section. Consider the partition 
A=[A,:Az] and t= t1 , [ 1 t2 (1.4) 
where A, is rXp, A, is rX(n-p), t, is pX1, and t, is (n-p)Xl. The 
equations 
At = ci, i=l,...,f, 0.5) 
now reduce to 
Ait, + A& = ci, i=l,...,f. 0.6) 
Let 
c= [C1,...,Cf]. (1.7) 
We now proceed to obtain conditions on the matrices A and C such that 
the array T (N x fin-*) defined by (1.5) is an OA(p). Notice that the 
equation (1.5) represents (for the case f > 1) a set of parallel hyperplanes 
(i.e., a part of a pencil) in Euclidean n-space. Thus, they are sometimes 
referred to as giving rise to “parallel flats” or “partial-pencil” designs, which 
were introduced in Connor and Young (1959), and studied later by many 
authors [such as Addelman (1961), John (1962)]. In Srivastava, Anderson, and 
Mardekian (19&I), a general theory of such designs was developed from the 
statistical angle. Initially, of course, the case f = 1 was introduced; even this 
special case is a powerful technique which has produced a very useful and 
popular class of designs. However, for this case, the value of N is restricted to 
the form N = snPr. Since, very often, we need designs with other values of N, 
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the case f> 1 becomes important; we study it here from the viewpoint of 
orthogonal arrays. 
II. THE MAIN KESLTLT 
Consider the matrices ;\ and C introdrrcecl above. The following concept 
is basic to this paper. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The pair of matrices (A, C) will be said to have the 
property R,, if and only if for every nommll vector u ( r x 1) the inequality 
wt(u’A ) < p implies that the 1 x f array u’C is an OA( 1). 
Let q be a p x 1 vector over CF( s). 
LEMMA 2.1. Z:or cony fixed i E (1,2,. . . , f), if t sutisfies (1.5), and 
furthermore if t is .strch tlwt the equation 
t,=q (2.1) 
is satisfied, then t is ulso such that t, satisfies 
A$2 = (c, - Ad. (2.2) 
Proof. Obvious, from (1.5) and (1.6). 
Consider A, [r X (n - p)], and assume that 
Rank( A,) = rs ( < r, n - p). (2.3) 
LEMMA 2.2. Conditions (i) and (ii) helou; are equivalent, and condition 
(iii) implies conditions (i) and (ii): 
(i) We have 
Rank(A,) = rs = r. (2.4a) 
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(ii) There does not exist an r x 1 nonnull vector u such that 
u’A, = 0’, (2.4b) 
where 0’ is a 1 x (n - p) vector with zero everywhere. 
(iii) There does not exist an r x 1 nonnull vector u such that 
wt(u’A) < p. (2.4~) 
Proof. Obvious, from (1.4). 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose (2.4a) holds. Then, 
(i) for any fixed i, the number of solutions to (2.2) is s(“-~)-‘; 
(ii) the number of solutions t to (1.5) such that t, has any given 
(arbitrarizy selected ) value is Nspp. 
Proof. Part (i) is obvious from the theory of linear equations over finite 
fields. Part (ii) then follows from (1.6). n 
Now, suppose that the following condition is satisfied: 
Rank( A,) = r, < r. (2.5a) 
Notice that this implies that there exists an r X 1 nonnull vector u such that 
wt(u’A) Q p. 
Notice that the equation (1.5) remain unchanged if the rows of both A 
and C are permuted (using the same permutation). Hence, if necessary, 
permute the rows of A and C so that the first r, rows of A, are linearly 
independent. Thus, under (2.5a) without loss of generality, we may write 
A,= ?, 
[ 1 22 
where A,, is rsX(n-p)and A, is (r - r,Jx(n - p), and where 
Rank(A,,) = r2 ( < n - P>. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
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Now, in view of (2.5a) and (2.7), there exists a matrix L of size (r - ra) X rz 
such that we have 
A,, = LA,,. (2.8) 
Define the matrices L, of size (r - r2) x r, and L, of size T x r, by 
L,= [-L 1 ‘r-r2], 
I 
L,= r2 
0 
H--l - L IT_ ; 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
here, and throughout this paper, I,,, will denote the m x m identity matrix, 
and in (2.10), the symbol 0 denotes the r, X (r - r2) matrix with zero 
everywhere. Then, it is easy to check that 
L,As = 0, (2.11) 
(2.12) 
where the 0 matrix in both (2.11) and (2.12) is of size (r - rz) X(n - p). 
Define 
L,Ci = CT) i=l,...,f, (2.13) 
L,c=c*= [c:,...,c;], (2.14) 
L,ci = di, i=l ,...> f> 
L&-D= [dl,...,di]. 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
Furthermore, introduce the partition 
i=l,...,f, (2.17) 
where di is of size r x 1, d,, is r, X 1, and di, is (r - r2) X 1. Notice that L, is 
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nonsingular. Hence, in view of (2.12) the equation (2.2) is equivalent, for 
every iE(l,...,f), to 
A,, 
[ 1 0 tZ= L!2(ci - *Id, (2.18) 
where 0 is of size (r - Q)x(~- p). Define h = h(q) by 
h = L,*,q, (2.19) 
and partition it as 
h= 
h, I 1 h,’ (2.20) 
where h, is r, x 1 and h, is (r - rs) X 1. Then, the equations (2.2), and hence 
(2.18), are equivalent to 
(2.21a) 
(2.21b) 
LEMMA 2.4 
(a) The equation (2.21a) has s(~-~)-~z solutions for any fixed i. 
(b) We have 
c: = diz, i = l,..., f. (2.22) 
Proof. Part (a) follows from (2.7), and part (b) from (2.14) and (2.17) by 
using (2.13), (2.9) and (2.10). n 
THEOREM 2.1. If the pair of matrices (A, C) has property R,, then the 
(r - r2) x f matrix C* is an OA(r - rz). 
Proof For convenience, let us write r - r, = g. Let W be an sg X 1 
vector which contains the sg elements of W in an arbitrary but fixed order. 
We now introduce an sg x sg matrix Y whose rows (and columns) are 
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indexed respectively by the elements of W. Let 2, w E W. We denote by 
y(c,w), the element in the (E,w) cell of Y, i.e., the cell whose row corre- 
sponds to E, and whose column corresponds to w. We now define the 
elements y( f, w). 
For u = 1,. . . , s - 1, let (Y, [or, equivalently, a(u)] denote the elements 
of GF( s). Let { be an s X (s - 1) matrix (over the real field), with elements 
{k,k (k’= 0, 1,. . . , s - 1; k = 1,. . . , s - l), such that we have 
5’.C=1,_1, U= Ol,S-l; (2.23) 
here, and throughout the paper, for positive integers m and n, .l,,,, and O,,,, 
respectively denote m x n matrices with 1 everywhere and 0 everywhere. 
For all w E W, let 
Y(E,W) = s-g’z if e=Ogl. (2.24) 
Now, consider any c E w such that E # Ogl. Let c = (zl,. . . , cg)‘, and suppose 
that E” is the first (looking at E from the top downwards) nonzero element of 
E. Let 
co = ak = a(k(c)), 
where k = k(r) is a function of r. Also, let 
~‘~=q,a;=~~a(k’(~,w)), 
where k’ = k’( c, w) is a function of both c and w. Then, we define 
Y(E,W) = s-g’z+1’2S.k,k for e # O,,. 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
We now show that Y is an orthogonal matrix. From (2.24), it is clear that 
the sum of squares of the elements in the row of Y corresponding to O,, 
( E W) is 1. Now, suppose c # Ogl; then from (2.27), the sum of squares of 
the elements in the row of Y corresponding to E equals ~-(g-~)&~& where 
the sum Z1 runs over all w E W. From (2.25), it is clear that k depends only 
on l , and hence remains fixed as w changes. Now for any fixed k’ 
(E {O,l,..., s - l}), since E # Ogl, the number of values of w such that 
w’z = ayk equals sg-l. Hence, for the row C, the sum of squares of the 
elements in Y equals {s -(g-%g-’ xG~{~,~}, where X2 runs over values of k’ 
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in the set {O,l,..., s - 1). Using the first relation in (2.23) we find that this 
sum of squares equals 1. 
Consider now the two rows of Y corresponding to Opl and l , where 
E # O,,. From the above discussion, the sum of products of the corresponding 
elements in these two rows of Y equals sPgj2 X s-(~-~)/~ Xc,l,.,. Since 
C&k = sR- lC&‘k> from the second relation in (2.23) we find that the two 
rows in question are orthogonal. 
Finally, we show that two rows of Y corresponding to (arbitrarily chosen) 
cr, l 2 ( E W) are orthogonal, where e1 and e2 are distinct. Suppose eIO and 
l 20 respectively are the first nonzero elements of l r and e2. Analogously to 
the definitions in (2.25) and (2.26), define k,, k,, and (for a given w E W) k; 
and kh by 
El0 = 44~ c20 = 4k2) 2 
erOo( k;) = c;w, c20a( k;) = $w. 
(2.28) 
Then, the sum of products of the elements in the two chosen rows of Y 
equals C,{ s- (g- l){klk,{kjk,}. Now, two cases arise, depending upon whether 
or not e1 and e2 are multiples of each other. Thus, firstly, suppose er = ,f?e2 
for some j3 in GF(s). Then, it is easy to see that era = pe20, and hence that 
o( k;) = a( k,$) [ = a( k’), say]. Hence, from the previous discussion, the last 
sum of products equals s-(g-l)~g-lC~Y~,~,r~,~,, which [using the first equa- 
tion in (2.23)] equals zero. Now, suppose e1 and e2 are linearly independent. 
Hence, the number of values of w ( E W) such that (for fixed k; and 
k;E {O,l,..., s - 1)) we have r;w = cloa(k;), l h=c,a(k;), equals sge2. 
Hence, for this case, the last sum of products equals s-(g-‘) X sge2 x 
(E1l{k_k,) x (E.12~kjk,), where Cn (i = 1,2) runs over all kl E {O,l,. . . , s - 1). 
Using the second equation in (2.23) we see that the sum of products is zero. 
Thus, Y is orthogonal. 
Now, let TV be an ss X 1 vector whose elements are indexed in order by 
the elements of W (so that the indexing of p is the same as that of the 
columns of Y ). Let the element of TV corresponding to w ( E W) be denoted 
by p(w), and let 
p(w) = A(w, C”). (2.29) 
Let + be the sg x 1 vector given by 
+=yp, (2.30) 
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so that, because of the orthogonality of Y, we have 
f.L=Y’O. (2.31) 
Notice that, in view of (2.29) + may also be considered to be indexed by W 
(in the same way as the rows of Y are). Let G(E) denote the element of 0 
which corresponds to E ( E W). Then, clearly, for z E W, we have 
$(e) = (row of Y corresponding to e)f.~. (2.32) 
Hence, in view of (2.29) and the fact that C* has f columns, the equation 
(2.32) gives 
+( O,,) = (row of Y corresponding to O,,)p = s-“/~E~~(w) = fi-g/2. 
(2.33) 
Now, let l f Ogl. Then (2.32) and (2.27) give 
s-1 
$(c) = sc(g- 1)/Z c {jk-xjp(w)) (2.34) 
j=O 
where Ej (j =O,..., s - 1) is a sum over all w E W such that L’W = ea(~ j. 
Now, from (1.4) and (2.11) we have 
wt( e&A) = wt( e’L,A,) < p. (2.35) 
Since the pair (A, C) has property R,, and since (e’Lr) satisfies (2.35) it 
follows from the conditions of the theorem that r’L,C ( = e/C*) must be an 
OA(1). Hence, the number of columns w (in C*) such that e’w = cyj equals 
fs-‘. However, from (2.29), the number of columns w (in C*) such that 
c’w = ‘Y~ also equals Cjp(w). Hence, for all w E W and j E 0, 1,. . . , s - 1, we 
have Zip(w) = fs-'. Then (2.34) gives 
$(c) = s-(=lqy-l c ljk = 0, (2.36) 
j=O 
from (2.23). Thus, all elements of Cp [except @(O,,)] equal 0. Using this fact 
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in (2.31), in view of (2.33) and (2.24), we obtain 
cL=~(Ogd [ co umn of Y’ corresponding to O,, ( E W)] 1 
= fs-g12 [row of Y corresponding to O,, ( E w)]’ 
= fi-sJ, (2.37) 
where J is a vector of size s s x 1 containing 1 everywhere. The theorem now 
follows from the definition of p, and (2.29). n 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose the pair (A, C) has property R,. Then the 
number of values of i such that Equation (2.21b) is satisfied is fs’2-‘. 
Proof. Because of (2.22) we need to find the number of values of 
ig {1,2,..., f} such that 
c”-d. =h 
I 12 2' (2.38) 
But, from (2.37) we obtain 
h(w, c*> = j?-’ forall wEW, (2.39) 
which completes the proof, since h, E W. n 
THEOREM 2.2. Consider the equations (1.5), and let T (n X N, with 
N = fs”-‘) be the set of solutions to these, as explained earlier. Suppose the 
pair (A, C) has the property R,; then T is an OA( p). 
Proof. Let TO (p x N) consist of some (arbitrary) set of p rows of T. As 
before, let q (p X 1) be some (arbitrarily selected) vector over GF(s). Then 
we need to show that 
A(q, TO) = Ns-P (2.40) 
for all possible q and TO (subject to the above restrictions). Let TI (p X n) be 
the submatrix of T consisting of its first p rows. We first show (2.40) to be 
true for TO = TI. However, X(q, TI) equals the number of solutions t of (1.5) 
such that if t is partitioned as at (1.4) then t, = q. But, this means that 
X(q, T,) is the total number of solutions of (2.2) obtained by allowing i to 
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take all values in the set { 1,2,. . . , f }. Two cases arise according as A, is of 
full rank or not. When A, is of full rank, the result follows from Lemma 2.3, 
part (ii). 
Hence, assume that A, is less than full rank. Now, recall that (2.2) are 
equivalent to (2.21a,b), with h, = L,A,q. Lemma 2.4a states that for any 
fixed i, (2.2Ia) has s”~P-‘z solutions. Also, Theorem 2.2 says that (2.21b) is 
satisfied for exactly fs’* pr values of i. Hence, the number of solutions to 
(2.21a, b) is fsnprpP = Ns-P, as we wished. Thus, we have established (2.40) 
when T, = T,. Consider now a general T,, and assume that it has rows 
jr,..., j, (with 1~ j, < j, < . . . < j, < n) of T. Now, let A* be obtained 
from A by moving columns ji, . . . , j, of A into the first p positions. Similarly 
let t* be obtained from t by moving the elements number ji, . . . , j, of t to the 
top. Then it is clear that we shall have At = A*t*. Now, let T* denote the set 
of solutions of A*t* = ci (i = 1,. . . , f ), and let T: be the p X N submatrix of 
T* obtained by taking the first p rows of T*. Then, clearly, T,* and T, are 
equal (except, possibly, for a permutation of columns). From the first part of 
this proof, we obviously have A(q, Tl*) = Nsep. This completes the proof. n 
THEOREM 2.3. Consider the equations (1.5), and the array T (n x N). 
Suppose that T is an OA(p). Then the pair (A, C) has the property R,. 
Proof. Let u (r x 1) be a nonnull vector satisfying the conditions 
wt(u’A) < p, (2.41) 
(u’C) is not an OA( 1). (2.42) 
We proceed to show that if T is an OA(p), then (2.42) is contradicted. In 
view of (2.41), we shall have 
u’At = Oj,tjl + flj2tj, + . . . + Ojbtjb, (2.43) 
where b and the j’s are integers satisfying 1~ b < p, 1~ j, < j, < . . . < j, 
=S n, the 8’s are all nonzero elements of GF(s), and the t’s are certain 
elements of t. For k E (0, 1, . . . , s - l}, consider the sb- ’ solutions of the 
equation 
ej,tji + ejztjz + . . . + tljjjtj, = Lyk< (2.44) 
For fixed k E (0, 1, . . . , s - l}, let Qk denote the set of the sb- ’ vectors 
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t, = (tj,, . . . , tj,J’ which satisfy (2.44). Furthermore, if t = (tr,. . . , t,)’ is any 
vector over GF(s) such that the subvector t, of t satisfies (2.44), then let us 
call t a point of Qk. Also, for i E { 1,. . . , f}, recall Tj (n X sner), whose 
columns are the set of distinct solutions to the equations At = ci. Since 
At = ci implies u’At = u’ci, it follows that if any point of T, is a point of Qk, 
then all points of T are points of Qk, and that every point of Ti is a point of 
Qk if and only if we have 
U’Ci = ffk, (2.45) 
this being true for i E {l,... , f}, k E {O,l,. . . , s - 1). Now, if (2.42) holds, 
there exist integers h, h’ E { 0, 1, . . . , s - 1) such that 
ph < klh’> (2.46) 
where p,, and p,,, respectively denote the numbers of times ah and LX,,, occur 
as an element of the 1 X f vector u’C = (u’cr,. . . ,u’c,-). This implies that 
there are p,,. values of i such that all points of T, are points of Q,I* (for 
h* = h, h’). This, in turn, means that T has exactly p,,snPr points of Q,, and 
p,,‘S”-’ points of Q,,,. However, since b < p, and since T is an OA(p), it 
follows that in T, (the b X N submatrix of T consisting of rows jr,. . . , j,), 
every point of Q,, and Q,,, must appear exactly Nsmb times. Hence T must 
contain exactly Ns-“sbP1 ( = Ns- ‘) points of Qh and also exactly NsP1 
points of Q,,‘. Thus, we obtain NSK’ = phsnmr= ~,,~s”~‘, which gives 
p,, = /i,,s = fs- ‘, (2.47) 
contradicting (2.46). This completes the proof. 
The last two theorems together give the main result of the paper: 
THEOREM 2.4. Consider the equations (1.5), and the n X N matrix T 
(whose co1umn.s constitute the set of solutions to these equations), as defined 
earlier. Then T is an OA(p) if and only if the pair (A, C) possesses the 
property R,, i.e., for every nonnull u (T X 1) such that wt(u’A) G p, the 
1 X f vector u’C is an OA(l). 
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3. ILLUSTRATION 
We now exemplify the use of Theorem 2.4 for the case when 
n=r+2. (3.1) 
It is easy to see that in (1.5) without loss of generality, we can assume 
(for all n and r with r < n) that A has the form 
A= [I,: B], (3.2) 
where B is an r x ( n - T ) matrix over GF( s). 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let k be a positive integer, and let Vi,. . . , U, be 
matrices (or “arrays”) over GF(s), where Uj (j = 1,. . , , k) is of size mj x M, 
with mj>l. Let uj (j=l,..., 
the symbol (U,, ui; U,, u2;. . . ; 
k) be integers satisfying 1~ uj < mj. Then 
U,, uk) ( = U, say) will denote the matrix with 
M columns and m rows, where 
(3.3) 
and where rows of U constitute the set of all possible rows obtained by taking 
a linear combination of ui + . . . + uk rows, of which uj rows come from Uj, 
and where all coefficients (in each linear combination) are nonzero elements 
of GF(s). 
As an example, if 
ul= [y g ;] and U,= [2 0 I], 
both being over GF(3), then M = 3, ml = 2, and m2 = 1. If ur = u2 = 1, then 
m= t : (3-1)“‘=8, 
( ii 1 
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and U is the 8 x 3 matrix 
i 
2 
1 
0 
1210210 
12 2 2 2 11’. 
1201212 I 
Now, consider the case s = 2, for general p. The matrix A and the vector 
ci can be written as 
(3.4) 
where the zero matrices in A are of appropriate sizes; Boo is r, X 2, and each 
row of B, equals (0,O); B,, is r,, X 2 with each row equal to (0,l); B,, is 
rra X 2 with each row equal to (l,O); B,, is rrr X 2 with each row equal to 
(l>l); ciw is roe X 1; ciol is r,, X 1; cilo is rrO X 1; till is rll X 1; and 
Let 
c,= [Al, 1 CT200 
c,, = [ Cl01 1 c201 
=r=n-2. (3.5) 
. . . 
I cfm]; (3.6) 
. . . 
I cfol]; W) 
= [Cl10 1 c210 CflO] (3.8) 
c,, = [ Cl11 ( c211 1 . . . I Cfll]; (3.9) 
C’= [ Go I CCL I Go I cl5 ] * (3.10) 
THEOREM 3.1. Under (3.4), the solutions T to the equations (1.5) for the 
case n = r +2, s = 2 will be OA(p) if and only if (C,, w; Cal, x; 
C,,, y; C,,, z) is an OA(1) for all (w, r, y, z) such that 
w+x+y+z<p if r,y,zareallevenorallodd; (3.11a) 
w+x+y+z<p-2 
if z is even, x and y odd, or if z is odd, x and y even; (3.11b) 
w+x+y+z<p-1 otherwise. (3.11c) 
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Proof By Theorem 2.4, T is an OA( p) if and only if the pair (A, C) has 
property R,. But R, here means that when wt(u’A) < p, we have that u’C is 
an OA(1). On the other hand, let u’= [~‘~]u~~]u~~]u~J, where uoo is rm x I, 
u,,r is rOr Xl, urO is rrO Xl, and urr is rrr x 1. Let w be the number of l’s in 
uoo, x be the number of l’s in uar, y be the number of l’s in urO, and z be 
the number of l’s in urr. Then, it is easy to check that wt(u’A) < p when- 
ever (3.11) hold and vice versa. This completes the proof. W 
A general study of matrices C satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.1 
will be made elsewhere. Here, we give two illustrations. 
DEFINITION 3.2. An array B is said to be an orthogonal array of strength 
(p;i), where i =(ir,..., i,,), with u < p, and i, < . . . < i,, if every set of 9 
rows over GF(2) for I< 9 < p sums to an OA(l), except possibly when 9 E i. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose A is given by (3.4) with 
roe = rol = rl() = 0, T ,,=r=n-2. (3.12) 
Then, a necessary and sufficient condition for T to be an OA(p) is that (i) 
C,, is an OA(p - I), if p is odd, or (ii) C,, is an OA(p; p - I), if p is even. 
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 3.1 by noting that we now 
need to have w = x = y = 0. n 
EXAMPLE 3.1. For the case when n = 6, r = p = 4, s = 2, a matrix C,, 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.2 is given by 
[ 
01100110 
c,olololol 
11 00110011’ 
00001111 I 
(3.13) 
The above C,,, coupled with A as in (3.4) [and obeying (3.12)], will give rise 
to a twosymbol OA of size 6 X 32 with strength 4. 
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We now present an example where (3.12) is not satisfied. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Consider the case when n = r +2, s = 2, and 
roe = 0, ro1= 1, r10 = 2, r11= 3, (3.14) 
with the matrix C being obtained as follows. Let 1c/ be an 0A(4) with five 
rows. Let C,, be equal to the first row of #, Let the second and third rows of 
J, constitute C,,. Also, let the lust two rows of 4, along with their sum, 
constitute C,,. Then such a matrix C satisfies the 
Proof. Follows by inspection of (3.11a, b, c). 
condition of Theorem 3.1. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. A matrix C satisfying the conditions of the last theorem 
was obtained by using Theorem 3.1 of Srivastava (1972); it is given bY 
I 
11111111100111011010011110011oooo11c)ooooO1~ 
1111111001111011010101100110011oooo11cfoooo1ooooo 
c= 111110011111011011001001111oooo11oooo11oooo1~ 1 
- I 
111001111110111ooo111oc)oooo111111ooooool 
1 
. (3.15) 
10011111111oooo111111oooooooooooo 11111111oooo100 
01111ooooooO111111 ooooooooo111111111111ooooo1100 
n 
Also let 
A= [I,: B], where B’ = 
011111 1 100111’ (3.16) 
The solution matrix T for the matrices C and A in (3.15) and (3.16) is an 
8 X 192 orthogonal array of strength 4 and index 12. 
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